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SNCTION !
SCOPE OF I_INAL REPORT
" This-final re__ t}_=R_.nt_ec &$F_108 Feed Ss-_ena in
terms of the engineering concepts used and design pi'oblems encoun-
nsta ed
on the Rosman 85-foot Antenna No. Z, at Rosman, North Carolina.
The,...____system._electrical performance as delineated in the Accept-
ance Test Report is reviewed a.nd certain aspects of the test report 2
enlarg_d_ ur_on..__o._
• - _.,_.,.--_ _-"
This report does not repeat mat-er contained in References 1
and Z below but presum._s t_m reader ia familiar with the detailed in-
formation contained therein.
D
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ySECTIC N II
PURPOSE OF EQUI- PM_F.N[["
The 85-foot antenna feed will be used for the Advanced Tech-
nological Satell_t_ (ATS), which aims to cxt.ne the art of space con_-
munieafion through experin__entation. An,_ong the experiments \vilibe
an investigation of the multiple aa_e_._ c_,_pt of communication using
phase modulation and an investigation of spacecraft stabilization tech-
nique s.
The system is designed for re cel0tionin the 4.0 - 4. Z Gc band
and transmission in the 6.0 - 6.4 Cc band. %'_Thilethe ASIr-108 Systen_
; iS prin_arily for the ATS n_ission, it can be used for Comsat and Relay
satellites which operate in the same frequency bands.
!
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SECTION IV
SYSTEM CONFIGURATION
A photograph of the feed cone-and hyperbo]ic subreflectcY in-
stalled on the 8,5-foot parabolic dish is shown in Figure 4-I. The
geometry of the Cassegrain System is shown in Figure 4-Z. The ll-
foot diameter subrefiector was selected to adequately cover the 9-foot
square quadrapod apex structure and existing 8-foot square low-
'"i' frequency feeC ground plane mounted there without adding additional
apert[:re blocki1_Z. The hyperboloid focal length, i.eo , the distance
bet-_,een the 85--foot parabola focal point and the feed point, is 22 feet
with the feed support cone protruding 14 feet froln the parabolic
surf_%Ceo ._
A block diagram of the equipment configuration is shown in
Figure 4-3. The essential features of the systen] are:
ao Use of a single horn for transmit receive, and the
monopulse sum channel,
b. Use of a circularly polarized ring array for the monopulse
error channels, ,
c. Polarization sensing on the null in the orthogonally polar-
ized receive output usil_g the beacon signal and a dual
channel phase lock receiver:
d. Manual polarizatio_ rotstion over a 270 ° sector,
e. Inclusion of the Maser in the rotating assembly,
f. Ext,'action of beacon signal for the monopulse sunl channel _
after amplification by _he Maser, and use of a phase com-
pensating rotary joint to _naintain relative phase with the
circularly polarized error channel array,
g. A Cassegrain subreflector, ll-feet in diameter with a
2Z-foot focal length. This results in the feed aperture
position 14 feet from the 85-foot reflector vertex. The
reflector angular full width is 32 ° ZZ' at the feed point,
and
h. Receive multiplexing after amplification by Maser pream-
plifier and T%VT.
I
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SECTION V
COMPONENT DESIGN
5.0 GEN__;RAL
This section discusses the engineering design parameters for
each of the major components in __i_.F._c¢cl System. Descrip-
tive material such as found in the Technical Map:eel has been kept to a
minimum. Emphasis is placed On electrical ,,.nd mechanical require-
ments with coverage of the design milestones leading tn the existence
of hardware _uitable for the requirements.
5.1 Feed Cone - The feed cone iz 164 inches high, 110
= inche_ diameter at the base and 71 inches at the top. At the top {with
the antenna pointed at :,,enith) axe the main and tracking feed horns.
See Figure 5-1 for a cutaway view of the feed cone. I_nrnediately
below the main horn is the dual mode transducer that serves to sep-
arate the received signal into two orthogonal polarizations. Below
this transducer the sum signal proceeds through the transmit-receive
duplexer and transmit reject filter into the Maser preamplifier. The
components are arranged to provide the shortest and simplest wave-
guide ru.n between the main feed hoin and the Maser, so that this path
will contribute the least possible loss, The remainir-g components of
.......... -.... the ieed are arranged as appropriate.
The conical feed housing {Figure 5-2) _s constructed
entirely of aluminum except for stainless steel bolts and screws. The
cone weight with all components except the Maser System is 2800
pounds. The structure will withstand lZ0 mph winds with the antenna
at zenith and 70 mph winds with the 85-foot antenna in any other posi-
tion. It will. withstand & 24-inch snow load (8 lb/fg 3) or a one inch "
radial ice load with a 60 mph wind load'while the antenna is at zenith.
i'm error in units of length conversion from feet to
inches in the design calculations for wind loading-resulted in po:.ions
..
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of the cone being designed and
"_i_ built to withstand wind loads in
excess of these requirements by
a factor of A_I'_. However, when
_ this error was discovered, no
__'_ review was made to determine
. <' whether other aspects of co
p
,,, design would withstand this same
•\ _ loading. Therefore, while parts
.j,_:i of the cone would withstand the
•_: extra loading, itcannot be said
[ " _' that the over-a!1 cone design is
' V. - ...... _ for wind loads in excess of the
IZ0 mph and 70 mph winds de-
Figure 5-Z. Feed Cone Housing scribed above.
The housing has £our lifting
lugs: two at the bottom and two at the top, located !80° apart. Two
lugs are capable of supporting t_,c_tlF loaded cone while it is being
hoisted and rotated from the vertical to a horizontal position. The
design provides an overload factor of 65% with respect to the yield
point.
The inner surface of the cone housing has a Z-inch thick
fibreglass insulation. All metal surfaces are painted with a semi-gloss
white pai,xt.
5.2 Subre£1ector - The subreflector diameter is frequently
selected for minimum blocking of the main reflector aperture to mini-
mize gain reduction and sidelobe increase. The approximate formula
- - for minimum _I_. isI Os mm _Z--Fm
lpeterW. Hannan, "Microwave Antennas Derivedfrom theCassegrain
Telescope, " IRE Trans. on Antennas and Propagation, Vol. AP-?,
No. Z; p. 147; March 196i.
C.
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where
F m - main reflector focal :engrh, 36 feet
_. - wavelengths, 0.24 feet at 4. 1 Gc
The result is 4.2 feet.
As stated pre_:iousl.y, au 11-foot subreflector is _ed
for this system without increasing the aperture blockage. This gives
the advantage of permitting _ broader feed primary pattern and reduc- --
tion of the required feed aperture size.
The subrefiector surface is made of doubly curved,
continuous (r_o holes), aluminum panels. The support and stiffening
structure behind the surface consists of eight radial aluminum tubes
from the center hub to the outer support ring with numerous welded
braces between the tubes and curved-Tee beams which form the sup-
port for the panels. The panels are fastened to the beams and outer
ring with adjusting screws which allow for independent adjustment of
the panels relative to the support structure. See Figures 4-1 and 5-3.
t t
,o
Figure 5-3. Subreflector Mounting to Quadrapod Structure
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The reflector surface can be • _._--_"-' _ze- :......_=_,ed and reset
in the field b- use uf the template furnished. The specified surface
accuracy is 0. 030-inch root mean square (rms) average from t/m tem-
plate using the ._e_,J_odof least-squa@e. Ninety-eizht percent of the
su-zfac-cmust be w'thin 0.06Z-inch of the template with 0. 1 percent of
the surface allov.:edto deviate 0. 093-inch. The actual subref!ector
had an rn:,s and in_ximunx deviation of 0. 016-inch and 0. 035-inch
respectively before installat_on on the $5-foot a___Len_. The subre-
flector will withstand the sense 24-inch snow load or one inch radial
ice load in conjunction with a 60-mph \rind load when the 85-foot dish
is at zenith. It is designed to %,ithstand 120 rnph winds with the antenna
at zenith and 70 mph winds with the antenna in any other posi,.-ox_.
The subreflector is suspended from the qua_.drapod mem-
bers as shown in Figure 5-3. The four 3-inch dialr.eter lead screvzs
%vill allow for -_8 inch of axia. adjustment. The lead screws are at-
tached to the st.bref-eetor," w'th a bell and socket to allow for removal
of the subrefleetor and Ieplacement in the same location and attitL1de.
The lead scre\vs and sockets will z!iow for &Z ° of angular adjustnqent.
One full turn of opposite adjusting nuts in opposi,_e directions results
in a 9-minute change of subref!ector axis.
The surf:tee tolerance on the 85-foot paraboloid is
0. 040 inch r1_s wit}, respect to the ':best-fit" paraboloid. WSt/_ the
hyperboloid also specified on an rms basis_ the over-all effective rrns
tolerance is the square root of the sum of the squares of the individual
reflector _olerances. Thus an 0.030-_nch rJ._s tolerance on the hyper-
boloid, results in 0.050 overall; the actual 01016-1nch rms subreflector
su,'face results in 0. 043-Snch overall.
¢
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A simple formula for gain reduction caused by surface
Z
tolerance is
2
AG - 171{_1 db
Based on this relation, the gain reduction i_ 0.05Z db at
4. 1 Gc and 0. 125 db at 6.4 Gc with ¢r=0o 050.
5.3 Communications Feed Horn - The communications
feed horn (see Figure 5-4) was developed using a half-scale model
horn. The design employs a con-
ical horn which tapers to a square
____ throat for reception of orthogonal
I _ i__ _ _ polarizations. The taper is long
to minimize phase errors and a
. set of vanes near the mouth of the
horn equalizes the E- and H-plane
beamwidths. Radiation patterns
• were taken for four different sets
"'-7"-"'_37/''_",,_ -.'.'_37/ for each set of vanes at four fre-
quencies and in two planes. The
3- and 10-db beamwidths were
Figure 5-4. Feed Horn Surrounded measured on each pattern and are
by Tracking Array
tabulated in Table 5-1. The best
results were obtained with the 1/3_-" x 3/4" 40 vanes of case V. The
E-plane patterns appear to be slightly overcompensated. However,
the addition of the ring array for tracking reduced the E-plane beam-
width by the amount of overcompensation noted above. The E- and
2L. J. Anderson and L. H. Groth, "Reflector Surface Deviations in
Large Parabolic Antennas, " IEEE Trans on Antennas and Propagation,
Vol. APg, No. 5, pp 444-461; Sept, 1961.
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E-Plane Pattern 4085 Mc H-Plane Pattern 4085 Mc
_-Plane Pattern 6200 Mc H-Plane Pattern 6200 Mc ..
°,
Figure 5-5. Primary Patter_as, E- and H-Plane, at
4085 Mc and 6200 Mc
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(_) H-plane primary patterns for the final horn installed in the ring array
at 4085 Me ana 6200 Mc are in l?igure 5-5.
An efficiency calculation was made to determine the per -_
centage of the power radiated v/hich would hit the subreflector at 4085
Me. These calculations were based on the E, H, and 45 ° plane radia-
tion patterns of the final horn. A planirneter integration method was
used. The result v/_s 80. 6_0 for the 3Z ° ll' angle subtended by the feed
horn. The 19.4_/0 spillover results in 0.94 db gain reduction.
The i/Z-scale horn with the vanes of case V was used
for center of phase measurements. The center of phase lies between
0 and I inch behJ-_d the aperture in the _-plane at both 8150 h/ic and
12260 Me. The center of ph. se in the H-plane lies between 1 and 2
inches behind the aperture at the low frequency and Z to 3 indhes at .........
the high frequency.
5.4 Feed System Weather Cover - A weather cover was
required for sealing the radiating apertllre at _he top of the cone against
t
the elements. The cover over the feed system had to be electrically
transparent to the 4-Gc and 6-Gc signals but capable of withstanding
snow and wind loading as well as hailstone impact without ds.mage. It
had to be low loss since its loss would add directly £o the systenn noise
temperature and it had t9 withstand t/leZ0-hv radiated power without
n%elting. ..
A thin mylar film was selected for its high tensile
strength and low loss characteristics.. The mechanical properties
of a n_ylar window 0, 00Z inch thick and 15 inches in diameter
were tested in the fixture shown in Figure 5-6. Th_ film was
secured between two aluminum rings and stee.I ball bearings I/2
inch in di.%meter, weighing 8 grams, were dropped from heights
up to 45 feet onto the film, The ball bearings were also thrown
a% the film with enough force to dent the alumlnun%. In all cases
the film was stretched only in the in%mediate viclni_r of the in,pact
and never pu_Lctured. This test was be.lieved to be more severe than
hailstone impact. CalculatJ.ons showed that the window shoLuld wlthstan_'C
5-9
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Figure 5-6. Impact 'rest, 0.00Z-Inch-Thick Mylar Window
the power densities to be radiated at the Resman site. The on-site
radiation test of 15 kw verified these calculations.
A VSWR check of the 0.00Z-inch-thick mylar filrr as a
window shewed a maximum VSWR of 1.07 in 0. 900 inch square wave-
guide at the half-scaled transmit and receive frequencies. The VSWR
is about half this va'-ue at the actual C-bald frequencies for an identical
thickne s s window.
After the 0.00Z-inch-thick mylar window was in use on
the 85-foot antenna for several months it became brittle. Consequeutly,
the my!zr was replaced by 0.002 inch tedlar, a polyvinyl fluoride film
with the same tensile strength as mylar bu_ an expected life of Z0 years.
in the elements.
5.5 Monopuls 9 Tracking Array - The sixteen tracking
array elements (see Figure 5-Z) are designed to absorb both
J
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netx_or< and on_ incirculr,.rlg-polari:-.ed incidcat waves, one in O_e feed • ' . .. .
the horn array c!cments themselves. Following the-three section ca-
pacizi"e Fin and inductive iris phase shifter which converts the circu-
larly polarized wave to linear polarization is a coax-to-waveguide probe
backed by a short circuit septum. This probe receives one linear po-
larization and lets the oflmr pass by and toward the back end of the horn
where it is terminated in absorbi;ig material.
Since the coax probes are
at right angles to the horn axis,
each set of four horns was aligned
with its probes at 90 ° relative to
the adjacent groups. See Figure
- 5-7 for this horn arrange_nent and :
the feeding technique. The probe
aligmnent causes a 90 ° phase
progression from quadrant to
quadrant.
The feed circuit of Fig-
ure 5-7 allows for this and has
several unique features. First,
all line lengths are equal so t/acre
(A+B|-(C+0) iS negligible frequency sensitivity
' from this cause. Second, the
_ .[A +D)
: ........... groups are connected in diagonal
pairs which are inherently 180 °
Figure 5-7. Trackin_ Feed
out of phase because of the rever-
sal of. the probe positions; there-
fore, a simple power divider is adequate to generate the difference ,w
signal. These are "rat-race" type strip-line hybrids similar to those
used for the four wa)r power splitters. '/hirdly, _he difference channel
.o
null depths are not affectedby the axial ratio of the horns (provided they
are all identical) because the. two sets of probes generating each dif-
--. terence patterr_ are responsive to similar modes passing throuzh the
,..'%"\s
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quarter..xvave plates. It is not ;_,_c(,s::z:ry th'_t groups A and !) have the
same alY_plitudes as B a_ad C which they })rob_.b!y would noi h_ve un[css
tho. axial ratios \-'ere i_ unity, Finally, a singlo, q0 ° hybrid couI,h_r can
generate both azimuth and elevatio:_ d2-ference patterns and provide
good isolation be:.wccn them.
There will be a phase shift in the tracking feed of 360 °
per revolution of the incoming polarizatio-:,.o A correspondL:g phase
shift _s _dcled to the traching sum signal \vhen the communications horn
is rotated to track the incoming polarization. The quarter--wave-plate
phase shifter design, as used in the array horns, was us_.d in the phase
shifters for the sum and polarization error channels. Signals enter the
rotating end of the joint through a probe frotn coaxial line or ".:'ar_'{tion
to round Waveguide from rectangular waveguide. The linearly poIar-
ized signal passes from the .... "royaL!rig scction to the stationary section
throegh a noncontacting choke joint. The linearly polarized signal in
the round waveguide is converted to circular polarization. The LCP
eignrL1 is extracted for the sum and polarization error channels.
Due to the nature of circular polarization, the phase
observed at the stationary probe is proportional to its ang]e relative
to the rotating probe.
The ring array is used only f ,r the tracking error chan-
nels since the sum pattern of the ring has nulls which fall well within
the edge of the hyperbola. /h_other reason for picking up the sum
channel in the main horn is the efficiency. Kelly 3 h_s calculated the
efficiency factor of a ring and found it to bc about half that of a solid
apertt_re producing the same beamv.,idtl:,. The error channel primary
patterns are contained in Figure 5-8.
3F. J. Goebels, Jr., and K. C. Kelly, "Arbitrary Polarization from
Annular Slot Planar Antennas, " II_,ETrans. on Antennas and Propaga-
tion, Vol. AP-9, No. 4; July 1961.
,_ _ _, ¢__Ak 5-12.
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(a) X-error (b) Y-error
Figure 5-8. Error Chant:el Primary Patterns
5.6 l_aal Mode Tra_.sducer - The dual mode transducer
serves to separate the two orthogon_l received polarizations into their
respective waveguides. (See Figure 5-9. } The basic requirements are
.- ............................. low VSWR and high isolation.
_,_-,, .,,_'__ >_ The "solation is necessary fortwo reasons; one is to red. ce
+,he leakage of transmitted power
into the orthogonal mode arm,
and the other is to assure a deep
null in t_he orthogonal mode arm
/1 when used for polarization track-
_ __ .ing. The prototype transducer
/0+ o was built at half scale for X--band
/[ just as w" h the feed horn. The *"--
k_ opening at the junction of the side
• -_ arm \va._ _,-_,,;-all,- £ull size -.
• o
waveguide+e:nd presented a re-
Figure 5-9. Dual Mode Transducer active d_scontinuity for the
t
f
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• 1 _ 1 ° •
stralgn_-tnl ougn l._odes e-'-";" ", • . .o .... _o a VSV';], as high as 1 25:1 Con_cque:_'.!y,
the side arm was reduced to b.c.!f-heig]:t xvaveguide cad tbc m:.,.ximun_
dVSWR reauced to 1 09 in both the tran:=mit and receive L'equency b,,,=-!s.
The isolation was greater than 30 _,,_,-'u"..{;wv.s found thvt a .Jnall sorer."
at the corner of t!:e sq:t;.re waveguide i,, the: plane of the jur,_cti{-n was
effective in " _'" .-- "'ln_e,_sing the izolation of the eltnogonal v.rm. This scale
inodel was not further in=proved a:; the rectangular-to-square wave-
gui.ie transltiou al_.d septum _,-,'._ .... t_rl accumulated raisL._atches
The full siz_ trans-3ucer h.-.d 1. 10 VSWR or bett_:r over
the receive b'nd for both the through a_.d orthogonal arms, The trans-
mit band VSWRvaried from 1. ]2 at 6000. _z,,_¢t^o 1.2Z at. 6400 Me.. These"
ro_easl_relT_ents v./ere n__adc-j --***
_;,_:_ long tapzrcd transitions to standa,'d
waveguide sizes ,-,""..lul elimir-ation of file errors introduced by the half-
scare transitions. I'..n,_ed_ncc dat:_ showed that the tranzrnit band could
not be in, proved without seriously degrading the recaive band.
The isolation betv;een orthogr:".o.l ports was about 35 db
with all efforts to improve fi-.is ,figaro rosulti:.-.g in degradation of other
transducer electrical properties.
The requirement for a pressurized waveguide sygtem
necessitated a window at or near the radia.ting aperture. This wir.dow
is placed between the feed horn and dual-mode transd-cer. In this
position it seals boti_ the transmit/receive and the orthogonal waveguide
lines. Also, the electric field intensity in the square waveguide is
about 70_ as larg¢, as in the re.'.tangult-r waveguide. A study v.:as made
of various choke designs and mylar th.ickncsses to evaluate the effec-
tiveness of the non-contacting flange and choke corabination. Thin mylar
was chosen because it had lower VSWP, than 0, 070 inch _nd 0. 035 inch
Dylec and Gymac windows, The results of the e×periments indica_te
• that a non. contacting choke flaugc is as good as a flange lapped to a ..
number 8 finish. This statement is true for a frequency range where
)
4_, ,.,,,_. ,._ _% 5-14
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tile electrical lel,gths" • of ;he choke are bet-ween O. 2 kg and O. 3 Xg where
kg refers to tile guide wavelength i,_ tho_ choke sections, Mylar thick-
nesses to 0. 006 inch were used for the experiment-.
A 0.00Z-inch-thick m_tlar window was high power tested
in full-size waveguide. It ruptured at 8 kw CW when holding 6 psi wave-
guide pressure. Subsequently, a 0. 007-inch-thick ruby mica window
w_,s used successfully at 20 kv: CW. An inductive iris was used at the
p
w_ndow interface to match the power from the horn _nto the through arm
of the transducer.
5.7 Polarization Sensing and Rotation - The feed system
cont2.ins a polarization alignment subsystem to determine the attitude
of the satelliterelative to the grouud station by sensing the plane of
polarization of the received signals and aligning the receiving antenna
pol-_rizationto :.t. The beacon sigua!s from the satelliteare polarized
parallel to the communications signal. Thus either beacon or com-
n_unications signals could be used fnr pnL:.rl: at:_on sensing; the beacon
signal _ __,.::d since detected amplitude is not affecte8 by data trans-
mission. The requirement of'0. 1 degree resolution in polarization
tracking necessitates use of the cross polarized null since signal level
varies siuusoidally with polarization angle and the peak of a sine func-
tion is relatively flat.
The null sensing and polarization tracking is imple-
mcnted by reception of both the desired and the cross polarized signal.
These signals are extracted from the feed horn by the dual mode trans-
ducer. The sum signal is then amplified by the Maser and TWT before
injection into the phase compensating rotary joint and extraction from
the rotatiug assembly to the monopulse conve'rter for conversion to
136 Me. The polarization error signal is fed from the dual mode
transducer directly to the waveguide input rotary joint, thence to the
converter. The polarization receiver is a dual cha;mcl phase-lock
receiver which compares phase a_ld ampli_xlde of the sum and polar-
_t
£
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.... ization error signals to generate
SlOE
i-rCONV_TXF-E|E____RoR POR,". an error indication so that the rc-
)it
"r-_o__c _"RODUC" iV----l_ I I (d_, cciving horn can be rotated into
'<_'DETECTOR I T ' ' ' "-J
' I.ULL CO,_VERTER,_ .... 1D_IsoucER alignment with the satellite polar-METER |FIIF.Ri-_ I REf_R,-;_CE
I . _'ECEIVER I izatlon.
4-12A
.. 4-,za ,-,z¢ El'hedual mode transducer
provides for 180 ° phase shift in
Figure 5-10. Polarization Sensing
l_.quiva!entCircuit the polarization error signal
across the polarization null;hence
the receiver can indicate sense as well as amplitude of polarization
misalignment. See Figure 5-10.
The block diagram fox the receiver installed in the feed
system is shown ir_Figure 1 of Appendix I of this report. The systen_
: is required _o rrev1_c polariza'_ionalignlnent information with a thresh-
oid _i-nal level of -10Z dbm. The sum signal is amplified 30 db by the
Maser and Z8 dB by the TWT before being put into the converter. The 7i
polarization error signal has no amplification prior to the converter.
Because the 0.1 db alignment accuracy depends upon phase and ampli ....
rude stability between sum and polarization error signals every effort
must be made to prevent leakage beb,veen channels in the converter.
Field tests were made with 20 db attenuation prior to the converter and
.... =-
the additioi_al 38 db attenuation at the receiver input. It was found that .
null fill-in-was occurring from the 3urr, signal into the polarization
error channel. Presumably, the same sort of null. fill-in was occur-
ring in the X- and Y-error channels. Consequently, the 38 db sum
channel excess gain was removed prior to the converter by insertion
of a 30 db coupler anc1 Z8 db pad in place of the original 20 db pad.
Ideally, the dual mode transducer would have infinite
isolation between ports so that polarization misalignment could be
indicated by signal level in the polarization error channel relative to
the sum channel. This polarization misalignment angle 0 is related to
5-16 .
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the signal level below the sum channel peak by the function -db =
Z0 log sin 8.
The requirement for 0.'1 ° polarization alignment de-
" curacy corresponds to a 55 db nulI --_ nulI depth which could n-st be
achieved in the dual mode transducer because of leakage from the sum
signal to the polarization error wavegu_de port. This leakage signal
within the transducer is of unknown phase relative to the sum signal
and is about 35 db below the sum signal.
The unwanted signal in the erro:t channel can be elimi-
nated by adding a small signal from the sum channel of the correct
phase and amplitude for cancellation. This would be accomplished by
addition of a directional coupler in each channel of the receiver with an
attenuator and phase shifte,_. ,etween the two couplers. This could be
done anywhere before AGG is generated, that is before the 136 Mc
signal is injected into the present receiver or within the receiver itself
at 136 Mc or 45 Me.
After the calibration procedure, the'present receiver
can be used for precise polarization alignment so long as the leahage
or unwanted signal does not change amplitude or phase relative to the
sum. -This is unlikely to happen in the feed system since all compo-
nents are waveguide or semi-rigid coaxial cable. The sigl_al leaves
the feed cone after being converted to 136 Me so that the effect of cable
movement over the antenna axes should have minimum effect upon
accuracy,
5.8 Transmit Dip]exer
5.8.1 Dual Reject Fil%er - The dual reject filter was
required to handle Z0/kiv CW power ineither of two nuodes the trans-
mission ,node_aslfor the power from the transmitter No. 1 or the re-
jection ;r_6de as for the transmitter No. Z power as shown in Figure
5-ql _. The requirement was for 40 db rejection of the transmitter No. Z
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INPUTFRO,* powcr over a 25 Mc bandwidthTRANSMITTER NO. I "
/:--:J 6_o,MC with a minimum insertion loss at
LOAO.... the transmitter No. 1 frequency.
The system design requires that
• [o- o--] the No. 1 frequency be above No. 2.
o-_ The original project re-
q'_;rements were for three (3) dual
,_ los ! °', O--7 '_'eject filters at 6019 Me, 6108 Me,
o--] and 6Z1Z Mc. This requirement
was later modified to one unit at
o--7 6212 Mc. The Kosn-lan Ii system
: tNPUTFRO& " w_s to operate with 8 kw CW at
"OUTr:JTTO YRANSMITTERNO.* 6212 Mc from the FM transmitter
TRANSMIT- , 6212 HC
RECEIVER __.,_ _g ....... :OIPLE_:ER and 1 _w CW at 6301 Mc for the
SSB transmitter.
%........ ...... ,
The dual band-reject filter
Figure 5-I I. Transmit Diplexer
SchemAtic was designed for a 0.001 db rip-
ple band\vidth of 86 Mc and a 40db
rejection bandwidth of approxin ately 40 k_c....This required lo_Lded
Q's of 160 to 386. The design consists of coupled cavities in the H-
plane of the waveguide. These cavities ,-_re resonant at the rejection
center frequency and are shunt inductances at the higher pass-tl_rough
frequencies. Consequently, capacitive buttons were used to match the
-waveguide to this pass-through frequency.
The problem area encountered in this design was power
handling capability in the reiect mode: The prototype filter was tested
at 100 kw pulse power and successfully rejected this power. However,
a test of this model at CW resulted in voltage breakSown in the first
cavities at 6, 500 watts. This breakdown was from the cavity tuning
,.
screw in the top of the cavity to the bo_'om wall. Conseqaently, the
two front cavities of each filter section were redesigned with 0.87Z inch.
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height instead of the original 0. 795 inch. Two 1/4-40 tuning screws +
were installed in each cavity instead of the previous single 10-32 screw.
Each screw was one-fourth cavity width from the wall so that no screw
-- was in the maximum field region of the cavity. The screw end a-were
rounded and polished to minimize the voltage gradient. The cavity
length was designed for minimum screw penetration. This configura-
tion handled 13,000 watts CW prior to arcing. Voltage breakdown
calculations indicated the filter should withstand 61 t_v. This, coupled
with the fact that the filter withstood approximately 100 kw under pulse
conditions, indicated quite conclusively that the filte." was inherently
capable of handling the required power.
The tuning screws were then eliminated from the first
t.
two cavities and the tuning accomplished by deforming the walls of the
resonator. The filter now handled 20 l_v CW in either the pass-through
or reject mode.
The initial test indicated that the temperature of the first
reject cavities would reach about 100°C at 10 kw CW input with forced
air cooling. Consequently, water cooling tubes were installed on the
filter and the maximum cavity temperature kept at 100°C with 20 kw
CW power in the reject mode.
High power tests were conducted at Rosman with both
transmitters operating simultaneously, the SSB transmitter at 6301 Mc
and 4.5 l_v output, the FM transmitter at 6212 Mc and 10.5 kw output. ,
The entire system handled the 15 kw successfully, an excess of 6 kw
above the normal operation of 9 kw total power, i.e. 8 l_v FM, and
1 kw SSB.
5.8. P- Three-Element Fil_er - The input fzom trans- "-
mttter No. 1 (Figure 5-11) is isolated from transmitter No. 2 by the
S db hybrid directivity and dual filter symmetry of approximately 35 db.
Consequently, an additional filter is needed to give the required 40 db
O
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isolation - a filter that rejects the No. 1 irequency to be located be-
tween the dual filter and transmitter No. 2. This filter must have 5 db
rejection over the 25 Mc bandwidth of transmitter No. 1. These filters
were furnished for 6108 Mc, 6212 Mc, 6301 Mc, 6390 Mc, and 6405Mc.
The present Rosma_ II installation will use only the 6301 Mc filter, i.e.
the SSB transmitter frequency. The filter was designed to give the
minimum of 5 db rejection at fo ±12.5 Mc with minimum insertion loss
at the lower frequency of 6212 Mc. The design loaded Q is 28Z to 500;
the 0. 001 ripple bandwidth is 155 Mc. The insertion loss of the 6301Mc
unit was 0. 040 db at 6225 Mc. The filter used three H-plane coupled
cavities for rejection which looked like shunt capacitance at the lower
pass-through frequency. An inductive post was used opposite each
cavity for impedance matching. No high-power problems were en-
countered in this design as the cavities were not resonant to the 20 kw
CW pass-through frequency.
5. ? Transmit-R.eceive Duplexer - The transmit-receive
duplexer consists of a common junction, htgh-pass filter in the trans-
mitter arm to reject the receive band, and a band-reject filter in the
receiver arm to reject the transmit band. (Se._ Figure 5-12. ) The
high-pass filter consists of a section of waveguide with 1. 240 -c 0o 797
inner dimensions which provides at least 10 db per inch at 4.2 Gc.
The insertion loss at 6.0 - 6. 3 Gc
{the originally specified frequen-
• • cies) of a ten inch section was 1_ss
TO
RZCZI_ than 0. I db and the VSWR was less
TO
ANTENNA
than 1.05.
The band-reject filter pre-
sented problems in terms of get-
l:_ _mwrm ting a sufficiently br oadband (lowINPUT
Q) reject element as required for
Figure 5-12. Transmit-Receive low-loss duplexing. For anDuplexer
5-20
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insertionloss of 0.01 db at 6. 15 Gc, aloaded Q of 5 was needed. Nar-
row wall (H-plane) cavities on both sides of the guide gave loaded Q's
near the required value of 5 but the excitation of the.TE20 mode caused
.. poor rejection at the high end of the ban&, Broadwall (E-plane).cavities
on both sides of the guide gave the same O "of approximately 5 w_th less
TE20 excitation. The waveguide size was subsequently rec!uced to
1. 680 x 0. 872 inner dimensions to prevent TEz0 propagation at 6.3 Gc.
Problems were encountered in matching the band-reject
filter at 4.0 - 4.2 Gc without reducing its requh'ed rejection of 100 db
at 6.0 - 6. 3 Gc. The filter cavities acted as shunt inductances re-
quiring shunt capacitance for matching. Design of the matching vanes
suspended across the waveguide and supported by the narrow walls was
done empirically. The interaction of matching capacitance and cavity
loaded-Q was the complicating factor in this matching.
-j ,
At the time the deliverable filters were being tuned, the
frequency requirement was changed fro=rj_0 - 6.3 Gc to 6.0 - 6.4Z5
Gc with 85 db rejection allowable between 6.0 and .6, 1 Gc. Since it was
desirable to use tl_e existing hardware, the filters, though designed for
2
equal eler_ent tuning, were stagger-tuned to give the required frequency
shift. Considerable difficulty was encountered in keeping the higher
order mode spikes below 100 db and the procedure required many slight
tuning adjustments a!ternately in the 4 Gc and 6 Gc bands before the re- m
quirements could be met. The resultant filter had the required isola-
tion with 0.09 db maximum insertion loss in the 4.0 - 4.2 Gc band.
5.10 Transmit Reject Filter - The transmit reject filter
used in the orthogona! receive arm is identical electrically to the filter
¢+escribcd in Section 5.".9 as part of the transmit-receive duplexer. It
has the same 85 db rejhction over the band 6.0 - 6. 1 Gc and 100 db
between 6. 1 Gc and 6. 425 Gc. During t/igh power tests at Rosman
with the FM transmitter at 8 kw output at 6212 Ivlc, and the SSB trans-
mitter at ] kw output at 6301 Me, the output at the Maser flange and . '
O
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orthogonal receive arm was below -45 dbm. £his indicates at least
115 db isolation at these frequencies.
The transmit reject filters on the X- and Y-error chan-.
nels are. the same design with two filters in series for each channel to
dl
give a minimum rejection of 180 db over the 6.0 - 6. 425 Gc band.
5.11 Monopulse Convert6r - The Mcnopulse Converter,
located on the floor of the feed cone, con_ _rts the su:_, polarizatlon
error, and X- and Y-error signals from 4 Gcto136 Mc. The four-
1
channel converter ccntains f(,arbalanced crystal mixers and four
136 Mc preamplifiers which use a con_mon power supply. One prob-
lem in development was mating the mixer and image-reject filter so
that the reactive imdge load presented by fl_e filter would enhance - .7
rather: th:r_ hurt noise figure. Spacers were inserted bet_,een the
prototype irnage-reject filter:and the MDL Type L24334 mixer until
t/renoise figure was optimized across the 4.0 - 4.2 Gc frequency band. :i ?
Tke _our deliverable filterswe-re fabricated and tuned to the same
, _plitude specifications as the prototype; however, their phase slopes
-were different with the result that two channels had noise figures of ?
II db or higher at certain frequencies within the band. This problem _
was solved by adding a spacer to the channel where this was physically
possible without any ,_onlponent rework, and adjusting the tuning screw
I
between the mixer and first iris on the filterin t/_eother troubleson_e
channel.
The InLxers, as delivered from MDL, used matched
pairs of INZ3F crystals. After installation of the feed system _;t
Rosman, the crystals were replaced with INZ3G's for a noise figure
improvement of about 0.3 db. The noise figure was 8. _,db or less far _:
all channels in the 4. ! - 4. Z Oc band of beacon signals. Noise figul'e
5
was n',easured for crystal currents of 0.5ma - I.0 ma wi_h 0.75 ma *
• giving the best overall performance.
4_
I
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Another problem area in the converter development vJas
matching of the 136 Mc mixer tc the preamplifier. Cable lengl;h between
the two componcnts and preamplifier input tuning were adjusted for op-
timum noise figure. _ -:_
The preamplifiers used in the converter are Rantec
Model EPV-904-3. Each provides approximately 30 db amplification
and has a l-Me passband centered at 136 Me. The preampllfier noise
fi&mre is approxin:ately 3 db_ These amplifiers use t_,oGE 7768 curare- -
tc _abes. These tubes were cl,osen in preference to all-solid-state am-
plifiers because of possible saturation or non-linearity effects which
: might occur from leakage of transmit power into the converter. The
u
-: _-_ preamplifier requires +2G0 vdc, 26 vdc, and +6. 3 vac. This power is
_ : supplied hy a single type rpm Z01-Z00, ACDC Electr0nics, Inc. unit.
i _/- i : : -. _ Interchannel isolation within the converter was specified _
at 55 db_ For the acceptance tests at Rantee, four isolated local oscil-
lator inputs were not available. Consequently, the 136 Mc output from
% : _ _ each channelwa s measured with signal and L.O. only on one channel.L .-
Negligible leakage was expected prior to the mixers since all inputs
_" :" _were waveguide. The measured i_olations were greater .than 60 db
" except f_r the X-error to Y-error which measured 56 - 59 db. After
installation of the feed system at R0srnan, the measurements w_re re-
_ peated with local oscillato.r operath_,g on each cha,,mel. The measured -
isolations were less than .nreviously measured but all were 55 db or
greater except for X-error to Y--error which measuref:l 43 45 db. " -_
Since this far exceeds the approximate Z0 db isolation within the track-
ing feed itself, no effort was made to determine whether the leakage
occurred from the loca!oscillators or between cables and preampli-
., f_ers_within the converter box itself. It should be mentioned that the
isolation between signal input and local bscil!ator ports of the_mixers
_, , is ab0ut 17 db, This would result ir_ 34 db isolatiog if the local oscil-
_!: lators are.not isolated. However, _ isolators were installed at the L. O.
• L
2
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output ports in the Electronics Room and each should give at least 20 db
isolation for a total of 54 db minimum isolation between L,.O. channels.
5. IZ Receive Multipllexer
5.12. I ATE Quadriplexer - The original multiplexer
requirement was for separation of four channels 25 Mc wide and cen-
tered at 399Z Mc, 4051 Mc, 4120 Mc, and _179 Mc. Twenty-eight db
isolation was required at ±60 Mc from any of these center frequencies.
The four-channel multiplexer (of which only the 4120 Mc
and 4179 Mc channels are used) is of the directional-filter type. Four-
cavity filters,'incircular waveguide, attach in series along the input
rectangular waveguide. (See Figure 5-13. ) Power is extracted from
the input waveguide by each filterfrom signals only within its own
frequency b_nd. Signals at other frequencies pass down the input
wavegu!de to the other filters or the load on the end. The filtersare
directional in that a forward trav-
-_.i___._.-i "" POINTPRESSUREeling wave in the input waveguide,
-_ _ _::_-_'_; R-F excites a wave traveling t*_ward
_'" 1 SWITCHES the output port in the output wave-
= guide. A backward traveling wave
_ in the input waveguide excites an
_ , oppositely circularly polarized
/_ _: - ATE 4- wave, which excites a wave trav-
-_:- • __ _ _ _/_ CHANNELFjLTEReling into the load opposite the
"__ _-_'_i: R-FswITCH gular waveguide was used at the
:_,_:_.___ _"_ input and output iu.0rder to achieve
'_ COMSAT RELAY coupling to the cavitieswith con-
- DIPLEXER FILTER ..........
' venien_ iris sizes. Transitions to_
PRESSURE _-_
POINT type N coaxial connector formed ........
the actual four-channel multi-
Figure 5-13. _Receive Multiple)=er plexer-input and outputs.
As s embly
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The prototype filters were three-cavity unit_. They
could only marginally meet the 28 db rejection at fo +60 Me. Tne
0. 1 db ripple specification over the 25 Mc bandwidth, together with the
requirements for operation over the 50°F to 100°I _. temperature lange,
necessitated redesign for four cavities in each directional filter. The
four-cavity unit was considerably more difficult to tune; however, it
gave a 2.8 Mc 0.1 db bandwidth, 83 Mc 30 db bandwidth, and 42 db re-
±60 Mc with an f insertion loss of 0.3 rib. Tests of thejection at fo o
4120 Mc four-cavity unit over the required temperature range indicated
a 2.5.4 Mc 0.1 db bandwidth, 80.6 Mc 30 db bandwidth, 0.3 db insertion
loss at f and maximum VSWR of 1. 1: 1.
o
The difficulty in tuning the direc£ional _!ters _'equired .....
monltoring of three parameter_ during the tuning procedure. These
parameters are insertion loss through the filter, return loss on the
input waveguide, and power net extracted from the input waveguide by
the filter. Each cavity;used five tuning screws, the fifth being used to "
optimize the filter a/xial k-atio; -
5. lZ. Z Comsat]Relay Diplexer - The diplexer for the
4067-4123 Mc and 4137-4183 Mc bahds is constructed in WR-229 wave-
guide. It consists of two 3 db short slot couplers, a dual band-pass
filter for the lower bands, and a single band-pass filter for the upper
band. The dual filter is a 10-elementbandpass filter with a Tcheby-
scheH aesign for 0.01 db ripple over the 56 Mc band. There is a re-
quirement for Z5 db adjacent cham_el rejection at the 4123 Me and
4137 Mc band edges. Bandpass filters are required because of the
sharp rejection skirts required bet_veen bands. The major problem
with the dual filter was in identically tuning thetwo sections to give
low VSWR for the rejection mode and low insertion loss for _the pass- "
--____ through mode. Low insertion loss requires ider_tical phase lengths
--b-ethan-the two_3__b short slot couplers.
IRANT_Q C:Of_l_ORA'rto_
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The single ban¢lpa.zs filter for 4137 to 4183 Mc is an 8-
element, 0.01 db ripple, Tchcbyscheff design.
N type coax to WR-229 waveguide transitions comph_tcd
the input and two output com_.ections for the diple>=er and provid¢,_ for
connection to the switch matrix.
Insertion loss through tBe dual f_!ter from input to output
N connectors was 0.55. db at band center to 1. 15 db at the band edges.
Insertion loss for the h;gh frequency channel varied from 0.74 db at
ban:l center to !. 30 db at 4137 Me.
5.12.3 Receive h_u!tiplexer Switching Circuit - The
filter and sv.dtch arrangement to provide for reception of either ATS
ch;:r, nel er t-i_her Comsat/P, elay channel by Receiver 1 or Receiver 2
is as shown in Figure 5-14. The switches arc Microwave Associates
Type 7502., Type N, coa×ial switches. An individual switch had typ-
ically: 1.10 VSWR over the 4.0 - _. 2 Gc frequency bal_d. The switches
require 115 volt 60 cycle power for switching and automatically dis-
connect the power.supply when switching is completed. At completion
of switching an indicator circuit ,:loses to allow for remote monitoring
of switch posil:ion.
L
The cables are 3/8 inch semi-rigid foamflex. Careful
matching of the cables was require:i to achieve the 1, 3 VSWR requlre-
ment through the filter, cable, and switch combination. Insertion loss
through the system was 1.6 to 2.2 db depending upon filter losses.
- ........... -- .... 'the electronic circuitry for switching and monitoring
are detailed in the Feed System Instruction Mauual.
5.13 Maser Preamplifier System - For a complete descrip-
tion of the Maser Preamplifier System, refer to the Goddard Spaee ......
Flight Center Manual.
5. ]_t Collimation Tower F,quipment - The Rantec furnished
equipment for the Bald Knob collimation tower consisted of a 4-foot
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parabolic dish for 6 Gc and a 6-foot par:_.bo!ic dish for 4 Gc together
with the associated polarization positioners. A 5-foot square optical
target was furnished and mounted on t}lecollimation tower but was
never used because the optical cage on the 85-foot antenna was mounted
180 ° from the originally specified location. As a result, NASA exten¢]_'d
d%e collimation tower from 102 feet to 120 feet and mounted another op-
tical targct that was used for the Cassegrain systeln boresighting.
Keuffel and Esser Co. 71-3250 Coincidence Levels were
mounted on each of the co]limation tower antennas to 9ndicate vertical
polarization. The setting of these levels was done at Rantec by use o{
GSFC furnished calibrated horns. The calibration and polarization
tracl_[ng was accomplished on a 30-foot range with precautions taken
to suppress reflections. This matter is further discussed in Section
6. 4 of this report.
I
|
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SECTION VI
SYSTEM OPEiiA A'ION
6. 0 GENERAL :
This section of the report discusses the electrical performance
characteristics o fthe_e_g_ai_a._Feed System in the 85-foot antenna
and etaborates on the data contained in _kcceptance Test Report, Rantec
• N TR'i .............'- ......
6, 1 Secondary Patterns - Sum - The s_cond_+ry patterns
and gain Ineazurements were taken using the 1_id Knob collimation
tower which is aL an elevation angle of 5° from the 85-foot antenna
and at a distance of 4. Z miles. The lower _r%ion of+_he 85-foot dish
is shielded from the collimation tower by t_ :es o_, • ridge about 300 :
feet from the 85-foot:antenna. The illuminati6n at ;__ :tom of the
85-foot dish is down about 16 db from that at the top because of this
shielding; it is approximately as shown in Figure 6-1. This illumina-
tion is an average obtained from a grid of illumination intensity meas-
urements taken at 10 foo_ intervals over the face of the 85.-footd_sh
when pointed at the collimation tower. The measurements were made
at 4195 Mc.
The antenna Y.- and H-plane patterns at 4195 i_Acand
6Z00 Mc are shown in Figure 6-2. These patterns should be compared
to the theoretical E- and H-plane secondary patterns that were calcu-
lated at 4179 Mc and a 45 ° pattern at 6Z00 i%'1c.The=se patterns are
shown in Figure 6&3. The theoretical patterns have approximately
Z0 db sidelobes and are computed from the primary pattern illumina-
tion taper without any corrections for aperture blockage.
The effectof aperture blockage On sidelobe level can be
approximated by Jensen's 4 formula
4Paul A. 5ensen, "Deslgning Cassegrain Antennas, " Microwaves,
December 1962, pp. IZ-16.
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APPROXIMATION FOR
85' ANTENNA ILLUMINATION
FROM COLLIMATION TOWER
(BASED UPON INTENSITY
MEASUREMENTS OF 12/21/65)
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F.igure 6-1. Approximation for 85-foot Antenna Illumination
from Collimation Tower
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Figure 6-2. Secondary Patterns,
. Sum -- .E- & H-_lane at 6200 Mc
(Sheet 2 of 2) ..
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.- Figure 6-3, Calculated Secondary
_atierns, Sum (courtesy of Goddard
Space Flight Center)
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j_r'rl'_t|,_,._o:_l,':,r'-__,_:_;: I},c _,,.-_lor [_, _a Is.',_r,-tl,o ,.t :.u_;rcf!cc_,_,r Io _':a..t._.:".
dieh d,._-:r_,-;. For t,ho ll-."_)ot _'_':,r.:flcc';.,:" <_ia:;_.(,t,er and 20 8}, ._.ido-
' I *" : ,_ "'_ be _7.2 db. "lhi'_
_tdcl,abe i¢:v_l i._ opth_,|_tic _tr, cc th_ _clual _yste_n lhc eight-loot
t_quar¢, prhr, a feed box i;nd quadrip-_ l,_t;s ;::!d addilio:xal biockage.
All.win 8 an _,ddit_.,_:l ZS_"for this blockage brings the
" ¢aieuh_trd f:idelt,be level to 1 6. 4 db. It i_ belie4ed that illu:ninatlon
_,aso errors-caused by g_,r_and reflect"ns would account for the meas-
: urod i5 -- 15.5 db _idelobes. The' illumination intensit? ° vertic;,.l pro-
[ile revealed 3 db varlatio:.s in signal strength above the t.rec level, a :
: : result _o_ these ground reflecfion_.
The R-F characteristics of the Communications Feed
System _re summarl_cd in Table 6-I,
The Secondary patterns shown in Figure 6-Z are _ cuts
or cs._entla[ly horizontal cuts. The Bald Knob co!,limation tower is =
located roughl i northwest of the Rosman site; the antenna coordinates
for Bald-Knob are a_pproxhnately X=-SZ. 7% Y = +48.89. Thus, a Y
: cut is actually not hor_.ontal but is tilted ?..3 ° to the horizontal. =
An X-cut woald be _ vertical ciit onlg if ttie collimation
tower were located Straight east or west oL the 85-foot antenna. On
the other hand, if the Collimation tower were north or south of the site,
_ _ an X-cut would just be a rotation o£ "the85-fdot antenna, 2.nota cut ",: .-
th_'ough the maln beam. _Since the Y-angle-is so great for the Rosman
5
:. m_tenna, th,e-X-cut is an arc_through the main beam with the beam ap- -
pear_ing to bd 1.5:times as large as actual. Furthermore, the X-cut _
is an h_-and-cut antenna motion such flint the received field is-not cut
i_ 2
,2' -
'_-2 " - ": " " 5a -
1966026693-049
!-":'r_'.,"n_."r 4 l '?, _-.",.." _,,:,
C..:i_:: 58. *, _i. 2. d,'_
E;f'..,"ic:,"y 55 .I7 p: r_,-_t
ll-_'la,-,,' O, 2:'iS O. I!,_I <!,-r,._I....I_
....... 7- ' I" "" v :
}:-l-qa:_c O. 115/ O. 162 dri:_.'cc i-If i,..,.,-r
First Si_ci_L,c - 16 - 17 t!b
Othe r Sidelobes -22 -2.1 db
bu_ is probed along the line bctv,ecn the ccdli_nnt;,ont,-,wca";,ml 8".h-fo_,t
antenna. This fi,:ld probiug e.nd tb.e e_fect of/,,round rt.f!ecti_,_ c_t_Jot_
th_ X-patterns te be p_on.-sv,x_nactric:d with 12 db _adclobc-_; on one side
2
of the main beam° 20 db on O_- ,,ther vide, with the bcana t_caeur_.n_: :
1.5 times wider than actual. For the_e reaso;_s o_ly thc Y-putter._s
. are included in Figure 6-2. :
_:- 6. Z Antenna Gain - Au int_gratien for g_:in was tnadc at
4195 Mc using the following equation frona Silver. 5
] -
A
where
G is tee gain for constant phase over the aperture
m
F (_, n) is the illumination function over the aperture as
' a function of _ and n, the-coordinate points within the
aperture.
5S, silver, "Microwave Antenna Theory and Design, ,i McGraw-Hill
Book Co,, Inc., 1949, p, 177.
C
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An ,xv,:.raLi,,:, ff_c }Z- and l'{-;,!-:n,_:y.--i:.ary p:_t:-r:,.._f
Figure 6-g wa_ u,',cd for I-" ,r t:'._- ....... " "t;, n) ;_¢'. ea!cu{:;ti:.,: • --_-,- "._.all;, 4! .=.d _,
th,n w|th the eff_:ct o._ the {ll,.a, ..... t_<:_:, r.Lielding.
"Ihe gain wa_ 60. 5 db t-rid 59.6 db r¢,_p-._.c_ivcly o=.a
reducl;.,m of C,.9 db caused by th,.: tree sl,|,..ldi.g. These calculated
gain.q do not lake gpillove_- int_ acco,:nt. A plan"--,cter rncasurcm,'nt
of the pri,na.ry pattc:'n iudicates l)3; apillo--.,er, or 0.92 db =a_n,'" rcduc-.
tie..
2
The estimates for other factors contributing to loss in
l_ain are 1_ho;vn in Table 6-Z. Mult:.path effects between thc 85-foot
antenna a,.d collimation toy:or antvnna produced 3 db variations in the
vertical profile signal strengths. The rcsultantpl.ase errorsare:
estimated to produce 0, 3 db gain reduction. The aperture blockage
figure of P, 3 dh for the hyperboloid was obtained from Jensen's for-
mula for cstimate_ gain loss;.
Gain Loss = 20 log (I 2B 2)
-5
Table 6-2. Antenne. Gain at 4195 Mc
Gain (by integration from primary pattern} . 60, 5 db
_i,illover past .subrefleetor -0.94
Pha_e" errors (including collimation tower illumination} -0, 30
Spillover past 85-foot antenna -0. 15
Hyperboloid aperture blockage (increased SLL) -0.30
Quadripod legs blockage (increased SLL} -0, 10
Surface Tolerances -0, 05
Feed Loss -0.15
Theoretical Gain 58.53 db
Shielding by Trees -0.90
-C_ _ Je
Near Field Gain Reduction -0.30
Theoretical Gain to be M6asured 57.33
Actual h[easured Gain " 56, 89 :
Diffe.'ence - O, 44 db
/
," 0
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•".,',d c:,rr_-(_i::g e,,:. _',-c |)] --..;.-,:-: .,-: .'"_,. r !;-}_ L._:_ r-7_::..:-, :. "lh" :
belief i,: b:'.:_,., t'.:" :: _b._.... I_-i, ', ._.
- ,%. •
t ....... the ape ,.ire . . -...... "- i_':t.) -(v, ".:1: ;,,.,_[
thenear .=cld l:¢An rc(!uc_',-_n i,: O. 3 t!!., '-"-'"a 1[ I_.,.. (:.::.(. r,.i_ ..)-:,[,.:;; i':
focugvd at i:./ini!:" but is 0 db if l_'e ".) . '._. /';"_,-:; ;:' t':'-' t >]I;_',: ,i;. ,;
rowe r.
Second'}', tho. w_3,: va,_'_g_{i-,n b_twcc.n lhc gai't at:_lu{a,'d
oi 17, 57 db end the approximate 58 db t,._ he ;n_.,,.: tire.-:! i:-" a l;_ x'gc _o:_ vce
of error.
Thirdly, the li.-z:_.t_!ioas imp_,,_ed by the rnea-.ure;nant
tec:mique used could account fo_" 3 db varJaticm.; in _-e: _ure.] gain. The
gain measurements were. takmt by -poi_thig t]_c sta-nd,t_;d ga..";'" horn frq,n
the lip of the 85-foot dish at zen'th toward the ,-olli_t_ation tower and "
" ' then comparing this signal level to that received by t.he 85-foot antenna
whe_ pointed at the collimation tower. Measurements were made with
th.e standard gain horn at three dif_er.:nt locations on the lip of the dish.
However, as nmntioned previouoiy, 3 db signal variatione were found
in the vertica! profile of signal strength at the 85-foot antenna. It was
: n_t possible to probe the field vertically during thc gain measurements; =
this cou!fl be a large source of error in the measured values.
The theoretical calculated gain of 58.53 db as in Table
6-Z r_presents an overall efficiency of 55. Z%,
A s_milar analys_s can be made at 'he 6. 0 to 6.4 trans-
mit frequency as in Tablu 6-3__ A field intensity probe was not made
irt this fretluenc_rband but the loss thr6_ig2_lhe-_voezb!ocking the aper-
ture is expected to be greater at the higher frequeiicy due to the in-
creased dielectric loss of the trees, The aperture taper efficienc] of
1966026693-052
|(.,:_,-:;,,.31"Isb-}';{l 15 3_,':_"195",
"J'._t,!e _-3. /,.,,ter,_',:, Ga§_ at 62.00 .'.:,
l.,j_ -I. 7,1Ai,::rP:re"].:]',._r}:fficl,.:wy- 67, "_
,%pi_l.,-.'cr },._:,t subrcflcctor "" -0.6t':""
lq_a_;c I:rr,,r:" (_r, clud'm,,,, colli--nation tower ill, tmi;:,:ticz,) --0. 30
.qpili,,vt-r pa_t _5-foot anten:_ -0.05
}'PIP': rbolr,id ",_; erturc Blockage (increascd SL,L) O. 30
St.rf:,cc Tt,h.rai,.ccs -0, IZ
Feed l.oss -0. 05
Theoretical Gain 61.20 db
Shielding by Trees >-0.90
Near Field 5ain Reduction -0.75 dbmax
Thc._retical Gain to be Measured 59.55
Actual Measured Gain 60. 49
Difference >0.94 db
67% was r,aken from Sciambi; 5 spil!over taken from planimeter inte-
gratie,t of primary patterns. Other factors are estimated, It should
be noted that the 0.75 db near field _ain reduction is a maximum fig-
ure which can be used only if the Cassegrain system is focused at
infinity, but the correct{on goe_ to zero if the system is focused at
the collimation tower. The, tb.coretical gain of 61.2 db corresponds to
an overaU efficieacy of 46.8%. This lower efficiency at the transmit
band is essential!y caused by the taper efficiency of only 67% compared
to 87 c'/0for the receive band.
6. 3 Secondary Patterns - Monopulse Tracking
6. 3, 1 General - The X- and Y-error secondary pat-
terns are shown in Figure 6-4, It wilkbe noticed that the X-error
l_attern appears wider than the Y, is non-symmetrical, and seems t6
have a shallow null depth, about 14 db. These effects are explained in
6-o
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S_ "_ _, l _' _,-r: ".f :__:'+=" _ '-=.-', - ¢ '- " "I .....
tc v,.r':fy eh.:.t i'.,r- "- .... II i¢ <_,_';'_-r _" .:_ !.'. ,_h L._ _........ • :
',':Lich pcif.-', tb-" ,._:.... '1 dry, ," ' ; - . ,-_. , .;,. v '
from _,_tica! borc._;i": t !,tit:,, O. :0 ° f,.'r _: ;;_.,-t O. O' '" f,:r Y, 'lh,..
numlwrs are for fitted d .... '" "
_.._t,t wit., .C,tli _cv,., :,it !_'_,;_ t,_,;ic.;! I,ocr.'.i_;ht
" set to zero.
Because of the Ro_ir:._.n p;_ltoi'.l r;,_;,<f • cLa_',,+,:'t',ri.,:tics_
dif/icultieswore ciicounter,:-.1in bor_,if-htin_,the C:,.:i._ef(i',ti'lfc-..d
system. Pattern and gain rncu.surements _'crc _de with the;,_ubrc-
flector mechanically centered and a_igncd on the gco_nct_'ic inaj,,r a×l_i _.
of the antenna. The subreflector was z.djustcd a×,'ally _:ong the majoraxis t,, the focal plape for optimized Y-cut patterns. The Y-null oc- _.
curredwithin 0,003 degree of opt,:cM borcsight. The X-null was i
0.074:degree fro mboresight. Howevcr, the aircraft tracks sao .ed
: the X-boresight to be only 0.00Z degrees from-.Ol;,tical with Y _howlng
the large mean dcviatior, of 0.058 degrees. The data iact_eatcs that the
Y deviation is only about0.02.0 degrees when the plane was at 30 ° elc2 .:
vatlon in the vicinity of the collimation tower. This is th_ lowest cle- _
ration angle.flown. This'information indicat,s that:precise borcsight-
ing will have -to be done by a ._eries of subreflector adjustments ai,d
aircraft tracks because of t_e erroneous information obtained by using i
the Bald Knob collimationtower, _
Optimum focusing was obtained With the subrcflector
vertex _.10.8 inches from the weather window surface at the top of the
':- _cone. From the Cassegrain ge,_metry inform_.tion conta._,ned iIl Fig: _ i
ure 4-_. t]ao tracking array and horn phase centers Would occur 1, 9
inches below this svrfaceo .
a
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L_.tn b_:_.v,een t.h_ co;,-_,rc,'_:_i-
c_t|c,n_ horn _:n_ c}*.;,.,wel and- the peal. of the error e};;:nnc_e, was |0.8
..... ,'_._._t.-_! as follows: 3 dbdb, The f;,_.t,,r_ t_volved it* thi_ f_i:,_ c _.re ¢ ..........
lo_n in the cira-,:larly polarized horns _f the trackin_ array; 3 ¢_.b.Joss
a
to _ptllo¢cr beyond the _ubreflector as a r_,_,ult of the h,_h sidelobes
on the priln:.ry pattern; Z. 5 db gain lo_s for the aperture used in ti_e
difiercn¢_ rood,=; 6 1. g db lov_ in the p_,ver div_.ders, 90 ° hybrid a,id
_, Cg l.t A %_co, nFar&to,, s. 'I'hc_e ......... ,,.....c ...... ! for ..... 7
ferencc. The spillover and differ(:nce mode estimated losses e :e
probab}'l low and could account for the other 0.5 db.
The aperture, i.e. the circular array with the blank
area in the center for Lhe commumc,.txons horn, results in h_gh side-
lobss far from boresight which become large spillover contributiofis.
: 6. 3.2 Trackers=Accuracy - An estimate of tracking
accuracy can be made by considering the errors res_hlting from re-
ceiver noisg, phase errors, and comparato r amplitude unbalance.
The error chrnnel slope is involved in quantitative-consideratiort of
all these errors. Th_s sl=ope is defined as the rate bf change of the
• recoived error s'ignal normalized to the sum.,channel output at bore-
: sight. Thus the units are volts per volt per-_degree. The measured
Y-error channel slope at 4105 Mc was 3.2 Volts/volt/degree. Only
the measured Y-error data will be used for this analysis because d,e
' ground reflections and phase errors in the X-patterns result in an
erroneous calculated slope of 1.4 Volts/volt/degree.
6. 3. Z. 1 Receiver Noise - Xms tracking error can be
related to slope, signal level, and noise level by the formula
O= K
--6R. Kinsey,."Moon.opulseDifference.Slopeand Gain Standards," IRE
Transactions on Antennas and r_ropagation, VOL AP..10, bIo. 3, ,-
May 196Z, pp. 343, 344,
?
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• 20 log a" =unbaiance in db
Amplitude unbalance can be estin_.ated from the component test data or
calculated from the actually mcasured error channel nu]! depths for the
four-horn system used here. --_ --"_-
Component tests of the 2 to 1 power sp!itter and 90 °
hybrid showed 0. 1 db unbalance each. The 4 to 1 power splitter and
' four horns in each quadrant can be considered as an entity since the
amplitude unbalance of 0.5 db among the four horns in a quadrant has
negligible effect on the main beam radiated from Lhat quadrant. As
mentioned previously, diagonal quadrants z_re compared so that the
axial ratio of the ._orr_s themselves is not a contributing factor to un-
' balance. Thus, the component data would indicate about 0.2 db tote1
unbalance.
-. Unbalances are related to null depth by the formula
lo_' 1 Ðnull depth = 20 o _
where unbalance in db = 20 log ¢e
For a 30 db null, the specified minimum, the unbalance is 0.51 db.
Actually, the unbalance was kept below this value and null depths of
34 db or greater were achieved which corresponds to unbalances of
0.35 db or less.. The null depths were dependent upon polarization
with 40 db nulls (0. 175 db unbalance} often measured. It is felt that
this polarization depc_dence is caused by changes in aperture blockage
•and ground reflections.
Applying the fozmula for boresigbt error results in
_8 % of beamwidth Unbalance
O. 0032 ° - 1.6% O. 175 db -
O. 0036 ° ,_ 1.8% . O. 2
. O. 0063 ° 3, 1% O. 35
..
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To summarize, the rm_..tracking error caused Ly re-
ceive noise is 0. 0331 degrees. The maximum combined boresight
shifts as calculated can be 0. 0092 degrees. There can also be bc, rc_
sightshift with polarization which is specified at _-0. 006 d o.grees and
measured to be 0. 004 degrees for the Y-axis. Note thai t]:e boresight
shifts represent an error between electrical and mechanical axes of
the anterma and represent negligible error in the ' ",trac:_a.ao flmction .of
keeping the sum channel beam on target. The same wi!i be true of
n:.echanical sources of boresight shift.
6.4 Polarization ';racking - The polarization sensing and
rotation experiment performed at Rosman betx_:een the 85-foot antenna
and Bald Knob co!Iimation tower showed pc!arizatio;1 tracking errors
between the two antennas of aImost 5 degrees. 180 degree rotation of
the collimatiOn tower antenna caused about 4 degrees shift in the null
received at the 85-foot antenna. Furthermore, the two nulls were 26
. and 45 db at one time of day and Loth were 35 db at another time. These
' effects are believed to be caused by changes in the collimation to_,er
antenna with 180 ° rotation because of the tripod support structure as
well as changes in the antenna range reflection characteristics caused
by temperature and moisture characteristics.
Initial polarization tracking experiments at Rantec re-
suited in similar errors, i.e. widely different null depths with rotation
and tracking errors of several degrees.. These experiments were per-
formed on the 365 foot pattern range.
Reduction of the distmtce between the communications
horn and the calibrated horn to 7-feet and covering o_ all antenna range
towers and stands with hairflex to suppress reflections improved the
tracking accuracy so that the error was reduced to _0.27 degree. The
null depti'as were measured and found to'be between 39.5 db and 44.8 db
for all rotation angles. ""
m
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£
-- Polarization calibrP:£on of the 6-foot diameter collima-
tion tower antenna was done on a 30-foot range with the same precau-
tions described above to suppress reflections. Tracking was within
• 0.6 degree with null depths ranging.between 29.2 db an,] 33. 1 db.
In an effort to eliminate th_ Rosrnan antenna range re-
flection characteristics an experi_nent was performed with a horn
mounted at the vertex of the hyperboloid and beamed at the top of the
cone. No provisionswere made for precise rotation of this test horn.
However, rotation of the communications feed horn produced identical
nulls at the 180 ° peints and the nulls were within 0.08 ° of 180 ° as read
out on the-polarization 1-otatien ind_ :?tor dial.
It=is tinder stood thug _ similar but highly refined polar- • ..........
= ization c_libration system is being built for_installation on the 85-foot
anterina. Rotation of the horn on the subref]_ector will be remotely con,
trolled and its position determined from a rem6te r_-..adout. A receiver
is being provided with the provisions for amplitude and phase adjust-
f"
ments to cancel unwanted signals as discussed in Section 5.7 of this
report. " : _ : :
6. 5 Noise Temperature, - _reliniinary noise temperature
measurements were made by _Goddard Space Flight Center on. the
Cassegrain Feed System in the 85-foot antenna. These measurements
were made at _,e Maser input flange using the radiometer developed
by Phi!co Western Development Labs, The techniqu e was not highly :
refined in that the antenna temisera_re_was compared to roe_-n temper-
." ature and dry-ice cooled loads. Accuracy could be enhanced by'use of_
nitrogen or helium-cooled-loads for the reference temperv_ture. The
measured noise temperature was 23 _ Z5°K withthe antenna at zenith.
_v
",,7%_:
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SECTION VII
CONCI,US!O'.,_S
The equipment developed under Goddard Space Flight Center
Contract No. N_&S 5-3564 and discussed herein has satisfactorily met
t_e required specifications. The design approach has resulted in a "
reliable feed system with inherently low repair rates, m_o w-_ ..... :_',;_ "
coz_-_ponents will require___o -r__--}nt_ancex_'ith fi_e semi-rigid cables
a:_.d electronics eqt, ipment requiring a minimum of periodic servicing
+/
and replacem_.nt ofparts.
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I.0 SCOPE ....... J-
--Tins report describes a solid state, dual channel, phase lock
receiver. It is intended for polarization a._gnment of a Cassegrain Feed
System for-an 85-foot Antenna as pe_.-Specffication No. GSFC-TRS-ANT-23,
Revision N0?-i,-d_ed-?_5 Marcl_1963. The design criteria, performance
specifications, and test procedures and "_
_oresu,_ are given.
2.0 GENERAL
A block diagram of the polarization alignment system is shown in
Figure 1 with the receiver_connected to the-Monopulse Converter low
:-: noise RF circuitry, and dual mode transducer. The following syste m
boundary conditions .were specified: : .... - .........
._ . Minimum input signal strength: : .-lOZ dbm
.......... _-= i_t/ _:_-_Polarization: error measurement capability: --_0. 1°
ti _ -MASER _ '_ 50 db nora.
-_ T%,:T amp!ifier gain: ___:.
J _-_ _ _ ]VIASEI_ noise temperature: l0°K max. "
Antenna noise temperature: .. 300V max.
Monbpulse converter noise fig,:re: 8 db max.
Monopulse converter gain: 24 db main.
(mixer: -6 db; pre_mp: +30 db).
Cable loss (converter to receiver) 3 db nora..
• Tracking receiver reference channe! output required
-- -_kssumed System Boundary Conditions are is follows:
:, System dynamic range:- 60 db
(max. input signal: -42 dbm)
..... MaXimum monopulse Conyerter ir_i_ut
sigHal_ .... - - ." -I0 dbrn
.......... _....... Linear polarization error indication: 40 db -- _-- .........
(O.q to I0 degrees) _ _-_ _- _.....
_ . _ _ z
mm mm _ _ f m _ _m _
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2. I Dual Mode Transducer
Tiie dual mode transducer which generates the polarization align-
ment error signal has a null voltage output proportional to the sine and
a reference output voltage proportional to the cosine of the polarization
error angle. The null output voltage has a 180 desree relative phase
relationship on each side of the null. For a 0. 1 degree polarizsi_ion
error, therefore, the normalized null outpt:t voltage is:
0. 1 deg
sin 0, 1 degree = 57.3 deg/rad = 0. 00174
: and the minimum relative refer_;nce/null s_gnal strength is:
1
' : : 20 log_= 55. Z db
2.2 Signal Levels
Full system capability was specified as required with a beacon
input signal to tbc:dual mode transducer of -gz dbm. A 10 db safety
margin results in a threshold signal of 102 dbm.
The polarization error signal enters the converter prior to any
• amplification. It will be at a level of -157 dbm at the dual mode trans-
ducer .for a 0.1 degree polarization error/ The input to the monopulse
_:_ converter will be at the -160 dbm level after going through the phase
- _ompensatlng:rotary joint. Th_ 55 db channel-to-dhannel isolation
within-the_converter-requires thatthe sum:signal enter the converter
at a level of -105 dbm or less to prevent fill-_n of the polarization_ error
...... null. Hence, the sum signal must enter the converter 3 db below its
level at the dual mode transducer. The 3 db drop is experienced in the
phase compensating zotary joint. Any sum signal gain in-the Maser
_ and TWT must be removed prior to the converter. This is accomplished
by 30 db c0uplin_ to th e signal from the _vIaser/TWT output and an ad-
ditional attenua_tor. The attenuator value was determined during system
checkout to be 27 db.
C
J
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Equalization of the channel gains prior to the receiver pern_its
operation of tJhe pelarization alignment system with the Maser and TWT
removed from the reference channel.. In addition, test_.ng of the system
at any point.prior to the receiver can be accomplished by synthesizing
the dual mode transducer operation vrith true relative reference-null
channel signal strengths.
Since a 40 db linear polarization error output is required for o. 1
to 10 degrees (null channel -55 db to -15 db relative to reference chan-
nel), the relative null channel gain can be increased by 15 db, increas- _,
ing the error output level while maintaining the required error signal
• within the amplifier linear range. However, a 15 db attenuator in ,the
reference channel input is the most desirable method of increasing the
: (_: _ error channel relative gain. It limits the maximum differential channel-
""to-channel signal strength to 40 db ,{eases channel-to-channel isolation
:: requirement) as cl:ose to the receiver input as possible and _ermits ,
identical foltowing receiver channels _or_minlmum differential gain and
phase e-*'.,t versus AGC, tuning, etc Removal of the 15 db attenuator
will increase the reference channel sensitivity from -I05 to -IZ0 dbm
and decrease the polarization error indication by a factor of 5.5 (mini-
mum indication increased from 0.1 to 0.55 degrees).
On the foliowing page is a tabulation.of the signal conditions
•throughout the system.
°o
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>:
Threshold Null Channel Ref. Channel
0_1 degree I0 degree _
Dual Mode Transducer Output -157 dbm -I17 dbm -I02 dbm :}
Monopulse Converter Input -1617 dbm -120 dgm )105 dbm -_
Preamplifier Input -166 dbm -lZb db_n -!l.1 4b_rft.
Monopulse Converter Output -136 dbm -96 dbm -78 dbzn
' Rcceiver Input -139 dbm -99 dbm -8_t dbm :
: Receiver Mixer Input -139 dbm -99 dbm -99 dbm '_
Receiver IF Input -145 dbm -I05 dbm -105 dbm
.o
Receiver IF Output Signal ii
(70 ohms} 0. 0025v_MS 0.!5vRMS O. Z5vRMS
,?
, Rece_.:er IF Output Noise due " " ,,
to System Input 0.100vRMS 0. 100vRMS 0.0) _8VRMS
Receiver IF Output Noise due " " :
to Receiver only 0.0252vREIS 0 252vRMS O. 0252_:RMS '
" - CJ
ti " . ?
-! : Maximum Signal
Dual Mode Tran.sducer.Output _-97dbm - -57 dbm -4Z dbm
Monopulse Converter Input• " -I00 dbm -60 dbm -z45 dbm i
• Receiver Input -79 dbm -3_9dbra_ -24 dbm
_Receiver_Mixer Input • .-79 dbm -39 dbm -39 dbm
Receiver IF Signal Output " '°
170 o,hrns) 0.0025vRMS 0,25vR_{S 0.35vRMS i
.... :i _L
- :Miscellaneous . ,,i
" 2nd Mixer Input Level I.0 mw ;,
3rd Mixer Input Level (from _0 ohm source) 0.15_tRMS - )
Synchronous Detector Reference Le_:el O. 23vKMS !
s
• _
_2
v
_4
m
I_ANT|I _O_t PO_RATION _ "
i
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Z. 3. Receiver Tuni_p_g
The receiver is eithcr fixed tu_cd to 136 Mc by crystal control
- or ,enable *0. 250 by a VFO; selection is by front panel sv,,itch....The
crystal controlpermits operation and testing of the receiver in its
most stable form when a variable signal source is-available or when the
input frequency is accur_:tely known (crystal replacement can provide
for frequency change). The range of the VFO which tunes the receiver
to 136 -_0. 250 Mc is the minimum permitte dby the specification. This
minimizes the vernier tuning range and'facilitates £'.;ase lock loop signal
acquisition. The vernientuning has a 5:1 gear reducsr.
2.4 Phase Lock Loop _ - •
The phase lock Ioo2 band_vidth is n.ominally'300 c/s, achieved in :: ::
a'sec0nd order loop, This permits receiver operation with signal _ i_/ :!
sources %yhich contain large amounts of 60 c's and harmonic phase rnodit- =_:__?
lations (ordinary signal generators)_ Reduction of this band_v'dth is not .. 2
necessary for sensitivity reasons since the threshold input signal-to- .
noise ratio to the phase detector is 20 db. "'" - : _, _-
The impedance of the loop filter was made as low as possible, _
"' •using the largest practical capacitor, permitting future .--.eductionf
the lo'opbandwidth if desired by.changia& two resistor values. ..
The VCXO has a -_0.06,_0tuning range with the -_I0 VDC control --- "
• -. . -. ,
voltage available from the phase detector. This provides a--J--24kc auto •., -.
rnatic frequency trackingrange since-it generates the 40 Mc second,.L. O. " / :"
A d:lO_'o (2.4 kc) automatic acquisition range w_s demonstrated. _ ./
2.5 Polarization Error Indication "
While the coherent polarization error amplitu:le detector output
is linear over 40 d.b(error channel -55 db to -15 db relative to reference-
channel), increased meter deflection is.required to provid_ satisfactory .: ,.
: indications at the smallest required polarization errors. An expanded i_ -
I
J . .
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null meter has been used and an increased sensitivity position incorporated °
by increasing the g_in of the amplitude _letector by Z6 db. The following .
.. dpproximate meter indications result:
• Sensitivity
Condition No rrnal Inc rea s ed
J
Fall scale Saturated ( 45 degrees) 2 degrees
3!4 _c-_!e Z0 degrees 1 degree
1110 scaIe Z degrees 0. I degree.
The two 90 degree phase adjustments h_ the reference outputs to the
phase and amplitude detectors are used to ma_ximize the polarization
error indication. This adjustment should be made with an indicated error
: _ of less than 10 degrees. Since the line lengths are not the same between
the dual mode transducer and the receiver (MASER and TWT in referex_ce
channel), this phase adjustment must be made when the signal frequency
is changed.-
2. 6 Receiver Specifications
The performance specificat_.on for the receiver portion oi the
polarization alignment system is as fol!ows:
Frequency Input 136 _0. 25 Mc (min)
Reference Channel
Threshold -84 dbm (nora)
Dynamic Range 55 db (rain)
o
Null Channel
Min. R_'!. Signal Strength °55 db
Output at -55 db re/. _:100 my (min)
Dynamic Range 40 db (rain)
Automatic Frequency Tracking Range _2_t kc (nora)
Automatic Frequency Acquisition Range ±2 kc (nora) ..
Isolation between Channels 70 db (rain)
o o
Phase Stability 4-3 degrees (nora)
Amplitude Stability :1:1.5db (norn)
Phase Lock Loop Bandwidth 300 c/s (norn)
2nd IF Bandwidth 12.5 kc (nora)
"AGC Bandwidth 35 c/s (nora)
..
RA/_TI[ ¢ ¢0 _ _O,_AT, ON
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3.0 RECEIVER TEST AND EVALUATION
Tests were performed, as described in the following paragraphs,
to detern1_ne actual receiver performahce.
- 3. I AGC Control Charact6ristic _ :.-.-
The AGC control characteristic is shown in Figu_de ? after proper
adjustment. The test setup of Fioure 2 was used to adjust for proper
operation and obtain the data. The porter split system inser,ion loss
was measured at 23 db; sicna! level plotted is actual receiver input signal
strength. Adjustrnent procedure requires:
I. Reduce IF gain from. maximum (n_anual adjustment) of
highest gain channel until 0.2v R.MS is obtained out of both
IF amplifiers with the input frequency (136 Me) tuned for
maximum output and at required input level (_pl__'oximately
-87 dbm).
2. -. Adjust AGC threshold to start AGC voltage increase at
0. Z5v RMS reference IF output. .
!
5. Adjust AGC gain for +IOVDC AGC at 0.35v RMS reference
IF output.
4. Reduce from m__ximum either null or reference AGC level
to obtain flattest null IF output over full input signal level
range (reference •loopphase locked).
The curves show less than _I. 0 db error channel output (polari-
zation error indication) over a 60 db input signal level range; .•A 4:1 AGC
control slope change gives a measured AGC bandwidth of approximately
100 c's at threshold to 2.5 c's at maximum signal input.
3. Z Polarization Error P_,_dicatlonand Sensitivity
Test Setup No. 2.sho_vn in Figure 4 was used to obtain polarizat'on
error indication and sensitivity data. The power splitting system which
includes pads R1 and RZ provides equal isolated outputs with a measured
o o
Inscrtion loss of Z3 db. Variable attenuator R3 is used to simulate
Rantec No. 31796-FR1 15 June 1966
polarization error by adjusting relative error-reference channel signal
strength. Peaking of the error indication with the receiver phase
shifters co_r)letes the simulation. The preamplifiers in the rnonopulse
- converter are included to assure th_it'their noise contributions-_{6 not
degrade the system performance. "]_'he R4 and K5 attenuators simulate
the 500-foot cable loss between the monopulse converter and the Instru-
mentation Duilding where the receiver is located. The R6-6 db maxi-
mum variable attenuator equalizes the channel gains {as shown, A Chan-
nel had the highest gain). In actual operation, as shown in Figure 1,
an additional 27 db nominal attenuator is r6quired in the receiver refer-
ence channel to equalize the channel gains by removing the excess
MASEK-TWT gain.- ............. . - _ ...........t
Figure 5 shows the output indication as a functio.n of simulated
polarization error. Normal sensitivity full scale indication occurs for
polarization errors in excess of 45 degrees (saturated outp,zt). The
I
1 [17 scale indication is considered the minimum satisfactory indication.
Two (2) degrees is the full scale increased sensitiy'rty indication and the
l [ 10 s tale no rrnal" sens itlvity'indic at'on.
• Figures 6 and 7 (increased anl normal sensitivity, respectively)
show the indication for various si_nulated polarization errors as a
_unction of signal strength. The signal strength indicated is the equi'va-
lent system reference channel input calculated as follows:
At Threshold
J
Signal generator level -85 dbm
Power splitloss -23 db
---_8--dbm
Preamp 3 db measured mismatch loss
(50 ohm source rather than 200 ohm
mixer impedance) -3 db ..
--'_ 11 dbm "
6 db mixer conversion loss • db
"" --l'_--dbm
Rotary joint loss  • db
---l-02--dbm
-'" 8e
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%
The ability to indicate polarization error below the system de-
sign threshold is of interest. The phase Iockloop maJntainedlock-
do_vn to -130 dbm. Below this, it is difficultto determine _fthe loop
is locked since the error indication-an-ddynamic phase error °beat no:e
are small. The 300 c/s phase lock loop bandwidth at threshold pro-
vides a VCXO control S 'N ratio of approximately 35 db. This is
maintained below threshold due to loop gain reduction of loop bandwidth;
a corresponding reduction in loop frequency tracking range results,
however.
As shown in Figure 6, it is difficult to indicate polarization error
outputs less than 0. 1 VDC. This is due to noise. Since the error out-
put at threshold for 0. 1 degree po!arization error (-55 db relative, and
-_|60 dbm absolute error channel signal strength) is 0.10 VDC, the
noise voltage output is 0. 050v RMS for a "...0 cycle meter band_vidth
and a 8 db system noise figure (174 - 8 = -166 dbm noise po_ver input).
This limitation doe__ not appear in Figure 7 since the insertion of the
Z6 db attenuator to reduce sensitivity reduces the noise oatput corres-
pondingly.
• o
. -"..--
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